Reliable, Secure Monitoring
Confidence from any safety solution comes from knowing that reliable monitoring and action plans
are just a call, or button push away. A reliable, secure monitoring center requires a combination of
the right people and the best technology to deliver security you can count on.
These components help a monitoring center maintain the best possible customer service while
ensuring consistent signal processing for the safety and wellbeing of your customer's lives and
property. Becklar connected safety solutions for enterprise and personal safety rely on the
award-winning monitoring services from AvantGuard™ to respond when an emergency arises, and
is supported by their people and superior technology through redundancy in their call centers and
automation.
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Having highly trained operators with specific traits like empathy and compassion
makes all the difference in the world, not only to the monitoring center, but for the
comfort and peace of mind of your customers. The right people help those in need
feel protected and safe, delivering a sense of calm in an emergency which is critical
for a successful outcome. With years of experience, AvantGuard™, a Becklar
company, has refined hiring processes to produce award winning operators who
provide the absolute best care and service to your customers.
For a continent-wide subscriber base, hot redundancy is really the only model for a
truly reliable monitoring center. AvantGuard™, a Becklar company, operates three
central stations across the United States that are fully staffed with multiple
generators, networks, phone lines, receivers and systems in place so that if one
site’s service gets interrupted, the other stations can immediately take the signal
load without any interruption to your service.

Redundancy and automation are closely tied together in some aspects. Immediate
failover ensures that in the event a central station goes down, from a natural disaster
or other unforeseen causes, automations will immediately switch over the signal
path to another central station without human interaction.

Our customers trust us to deliver superior service and never-fail monitoring 24/7.
Our proven technology and skilled operators deliver on the promise of
peace-of-mind to all of our subscribers.
At Becklar, we’ve got your back.
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